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Diffeomorphism cohomology in Beltrami parametrization. 
II. The l-forms 
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The l-form diffeomorphism cohomologies within a local conformal Lagrangian 
field theory model built on a two dimensional Riemann surface with no boundary is 
studied. The case of scalar matter fields is considered and the complex structure is 
parametrized by Beltrami differential. The analysis is first performed at the classi- 
cal level, and then we improve the quantum extension, introducing the current in 
the Lagrangian dynamics, coupled to external source fields. It is shown that the 
anomalies which spoil the current conservations take origin from the holomorphic 
region of the external fields, and only the differential spin 1 and 2 currents (as well 
as their c.c) could be anomalous. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The most transparent and useful formulation for a field theory surely is the one in which the 
locality is manifest. 

The interest for this approach has been raised from the physical relevance of the local sym- 
metries, such as gauge invariance for particle physics and the diffeomorphism role in string and 
gravitational models. 

Now it appears in pratice that, for a system of physical interest in which a local symmetry is 
realized, pointing out locality is a good appeal to investigate the deep meaning of the symmetry 
through the study of those local objects which, due to their invariance, have global properties. 

This is the reason why it has been necessary to introduce in the literature the so-called descent 
equations, and, plunged in the BRS approach, they gave outstanding results in hunting anomalies, 
vertex operators, and so on. 

In this scheme it has been necessary to provide the local objects as a form graduation, in 
relation to their invariance. 

In a recent paper’ we have used this strategy to study the anomalies* and the vertex operators 
in two dimensional diff-invariant models in Beltrami parametrization3-* they are seen as local 
density quantities with form graduation equal to two, since they are to be integrated in two 
dimensional manifolds. 

Indeed Beltrami parametrization is a good chance for studying the chiral resolution in con- 
formal blocks’ and holomorpic factorization,3-6*‘0 since the complex structure parametrization is 
realized in an automatic way. 

In this paper we want to investigate the objects with form graduation equal to one, that is 
currents, which play an essential role in the symmetry realization and in the understanding of the 
links between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian approaches. In Refs. 11 and 12 this analysis has 
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2 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

been used in the Hamiltonian spirit, so its improvement within a Lagrangian framework is re- 
quired. 

Indeed the C” smooth holomorphic functions 

(z,z)-t(ztz,z),~(z,z)) (1.1) 

will individuate a set (Z,Z) of coordinates and (z,Z) will be a reference frame of holomorphic 
coordinates on a Riemann surface. 
’ Under this action, the set (Z,Z) can be transformed under a reparametrization of (z,?); so the 
invariance under the diffeomorphism: 

(Z(z,Z),Z(z,Z))-(Z’(z,Z),zl(z,Z)) (1.2) 

can individuate models of relevant physical interest. It is well known that infinitesimal action of 
(1.2) realizes a nilpotent operator s: 

sZ=(czd+c%)Z, scz=(czd+2d)cz, s*=o, (1.3) 

where the ghost fields c’(z,Z),c -“z(z,Z) carry a Q@n charge equal to one. 
So the diffeomorphism will change the (Z,Z) coordinates by means the action on the (z,.$ 

ones. 
The Beltrami parametrization, 

iZ 
dZ=X(dz+pdi), X=aZ, p= -gj (1.4) 

with the compatibility condition: 

(&pa)x=xa/L (1.5) 

is particularly attractive since in this approach conformal resealing is seen as a diffeomorphism 
(Z,Z)-+(Z’ ,Z’) of the surface into itself with the same p. Indeed when the Beltrami parameters 
are taken as constant the reparametrization operation is represented by complex analytic transition 
functions. Furthermore equivalence class of analytic atlases will identify a complex structure, and 
a conformal class of 2-dimensional metrics. That is, identifying conformal invariant models on a 
Riemannian manifold needs a careful1 description to factorize this equivalence arbitrariness. How- 
ever, not all diffeomorphisms of the surface into itself amount to just a conformal resealing. The 
intrinsic geometry of the surface is determined by the metric tensor (which is a coordinate-free 
object), and other changes in the metric produce confomally inequivalent surfaces. 

Furthermore in a Lagrangian field theory model the Beltrami differentials are the appropriate 
sources of the energy momentum tensor components, whose short distance products will define the 
algebraic construction’ of conformal current algebra. 

Our purpose is here to characterize in a cohomological way all the diffeomorphism conserved 
currents, first at a classical level and then to extend their properties (first of all their conservation) 
to the quantum one. 

Being the action an invariant ( 1,l) tensor, we shall suppose that in a conformal invariant 
theory the matIer fields are realized on the Riemannian manifold by local tensor fields 
@jj(Z,Z)dZjdz of weight (j,J) invariant under change of holomorphic charts 

~ij(Z,Z)ndZi,d~~=(Pj~(Z,Z)PdZ~d~~ . (1.6) 

It is possible also to define, via the diffeomorphism action restricted to dilatations, the geometric 
dimensions defined as 
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Dim=N(L )-N(f )+Q+u. 

The BRS realization of the infinitesimal diff-variations then reads 

sz= +A;(cz+ /A& sqz,Z) = ( Paz+ y%$Dj>(Z,Z), 
syz=syz=o, s2=o, 

and its complex conjugates. 
Going to little “z” indices, it writes 

3 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

with of course the complex conjugate expressions. 
The matter fields are parametrized as 

$j(Z,if)dZj dm?+= ~~(z,z)(dz+~S(z,z)dE)j(dz+~(z,~)dz)’ (1.10) 

with 

~j7(Z,Z)= 
+j>(Z,Z) 

xj(z,z>x~(z,z) . 
(1.11) 

The previous variations (1.9) will define a BRS local operator S such that S 2=0 acting on the 
space of the previous fields and their derivatives considered as independent monomials coordi- 
nates as in Ref. 13. 

So, even if the (Z,Z) frame will describe the model, the use of little “z” coordinates is 
particularly useful (as remarked in Refs. 1 and 14, since the the derivative operator can be defined, 
in the above mentioned scheme, by means of the 6 operator and the “little” c ghosts as we shall 
see in the following). 

Let Q* be the physical charges in each tensorial sectors, such that the * label will sum up 
covariant and controvariant “big” indices. These charges will derive from currents as 

Q*=l(,%,* dZ+<.,, dz) = 
I 

$‘;,,(z,Z) (1.12) 

so that the form degree is with respect the “big” indices. 
The diffeomorphism invariance will assure that it will be a counterpart in the “little” indices: 

Q*= I (F’,, dz+,&,* d?)= 9’:,*(z,i>. I 
(1.13) 

The aim of this paper is to study the diff-invariant charges, that is the quantities Q* which 
verify 

SQ*=O. (1.14) 

It is well known that such a symmetry has to require, at least at the quantum level, conserved 
currents, which is a “local” constraint well defined with respect to a reference frame; but the 
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4 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

diff-invariance (1 .l) puts on the same footing a large class of systems of coordinates: so it may be 
interesting to investigate how the symmetry, realized in a local way, will generalize at each chart 
the currents conservation. We shah find that the two dimensional character of the theory, if it is 
defined on manifolds without boundary, requires, for the existence of the charge, the holomorphic 
factorization of currents in the Z(z,Z) (or its c.c) variable. This fact will have many important 
consequences that we shall investigate in this paper. First of all the fact that all the local currents 
will have definite covariance properties, that is, there will be (n + 1,0) (or their c.c) true tensors. 

Furthermore our aim will be to extend at the quantum level all the properties found, estab- 
lished at the classical one. For this reason we have to put the currents inside an invariant action by 
coupling them to external fields, and we have to study the perturbative renormalization of the 
model. We shall show that only the spin 1 and 2 currents will spoil conservation at the quantum 
level, while all the other ones will maintain all the classical symmetries. The paper is organized as 
follows: 

In Sec. II we shall solve the l-forms descent equation deriving from the diff-mod d invariance 
and in particular we shall show that diff-current conservations can be derived from the diff- 
cohomology, so they cannot depend on the particular choice of coordinates: we shall establish 
these relations in the “true” (Z,Z) coordinates as well as in the reference frame (z,Z). We shall 
show that the charge existence condition on a Riemann surface with no boundary implies holo- 
morphic constraints for the currents. 

In Sec. III we shall briefly recover the previous results in a Lagrangian two dimensional 
dynamics, which forces a two-forms analysis. This artillery allows a perturbative quantum exten- 
sion of the diff-invariance in order to find the possible obstructions to both the current covariance 
and the current conservation. 

An Appendix is devoted to some computational details using the spectral sequences 
method.‘3”4 

II. THE I-FORMS IN THE S-COHOMOLOGY 

In this section we want to analyze the descent equation of l-forms, already done in Refs. 11 
and 12, but following the spirit of Ref. 1. 

To be more accurate we shall first relate the diff-mod d cohomology to the local unintegrated 
functions, by solving the ordinary differential action in term of the BRS operator for diffeomor- 
phism. 

Furthermore we shall show that all the uncharged elements which are solutions of the l-forms 
descent equations will indentify conserved currents: more exactly, the diffeomorphism cohomol- 
ogy alone will specialize current conservation both on the “little” and “big” coordinates. 

This fact has an important consequence for the two-dimensional character of the theory: the 
current conservation condition will admit inversion formula, and, on a manifold without boundary, 
the holomorphic factorization of currents will be obtained. 

We stress that this is, in our framework, a classical level analysis which supports a particular 
importance for proving the stability properties of theory; the quantum extension will need more 
accurancy. 

A. The consistency equations and the current conservation 

We shall start from those objects [defined in the general reference frame (z,Z)] 

Q*= 
I 

t.Fz,* dz+,y+ df)= yy,,(z,z) 
I (2.1) 

(and the form degree is relative to the “little” indices) which are elements of the S cohomology: 

SQ*=O;Qe#i@, . (2.2) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 1, January 1995 
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In terms of local quantities the cocycle equation will imply 

Sy’i),*(z,Z)+d2%,,(z,i)=O, (2.3) 

where S operator acts in the space of local unintegrated functions as described in (1.9); its full 
complete description will be found in the Appendix. 

The previous equation will characterize A,,(z,$ as an element of the diff-mod d cohomol- 
%Y * 

From (2.3) we derive the expressions of the well-known descent equations: 

6~~,,(z,Z)+d~~,,(z,Z)=O, 6$+,,(z,Z)=O, (2.4) 

so that the bottom current writes 

A,*(z?Z)=p;,*<Z,z)+ S‘g,*(z,i), (2.5) 

where ,,F’i,,(z,$ is an element of the cohomology of Sin the space of the unintegrated functions. 
Writing the differential operator in term of the S as in Refs. 1 and 14 

a=( “&) * d=( Q&)) ’ (2.6) 

(we remark that it is only true in the “little” coordinates reference frame) one gets by a direct 
substitution in Eqs. (2.4) 

t@Jz,Z>+ dz 8, ( ( &] +di( 8, &] ) (p’;,,(z,f> + ax,,(z,i)) 

=+@Jz,i)+( dz &+di ~)~~~,*(z,~)+d~,*(L,i)=O 

which is solved by the l-form 

.8~,*(z,Z>=~~,,<z,Z>- dz &+di &)#Jz.i, 
( 

-d~,,(zd+ @,:(z,z). 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This is the fundamental formula which relates the elements of the diff-mod d cohomology to 
the elements of the 6 one. 

It will be very useful to calculate this cohomological space: This will be done below. Let us 
however recall the most important result coming from this calculation and show their conse- 
quences. 

First of all, denoting by N,( 1 ) and N,(T ) the lower and upper “little” indices counting 
operators, respectively, we shall show in the Appendix that 

(NJ1 )--N,(t )pY,*(z,i)=Wdl )-Ndf wy*tz~z)=o (2.9) 

which as l-form implies 

py*(z,Z)=O (2.10) 

so (2.8) reduces to 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 1, January 1995 
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~:&Z> = - dz & +dZ &)&tz,i’-dx,,(z,Z) + t@,lcz,?, 
, 

(2.11) 

and the dimensions of the currents are given by the Z(big!) index content. 

Dim=NAl )-NAt ), (2.12) 

where Nz( 1 ) and Nz( t ) are, as can be easily understood, the counting operators of the “big” 
lower and upper indices, respectively. 

Then (2.11) tell us that the current conservation is a direct consequence of the invariance 
under diffeomorphism transformations. 

Indeed, as pointed out in Ref. 11 applying d on Eq. (2.3), we get 

d8T;,,(z,f) = 0 (2.13) 

that is, since [d, s] =O, in terms of the Scohomology functions, we get 

-1 d~~,,(z,z)=~~;~(z,z)+ Sfi-,*(z,Z) (2.14) 

we want here to show that the $T;,,(z,~) ti term of the r.h.s. is zero. From the very definition we 
have 

- ( 

D 
dF:,,(z,z) = - a Dc(z,Jr - -p;,,(z,Z)dzM+ a &,@;,.(z,i)diAdz) + Sd?;,:W) 

- &~$+,i)+a ~~~,*(z,i)jdiAdz+Sd~i:tr,i) (2.15) 
9 > 

on the one hand we have from (2.6) 

d,&cz,i)=( -[ “&]&~:,*~z.i)+[ ~&-&&~~.*(zii))diAdz 

+ SdF;:(z,Z). (2.16) 

On the other hand, by using directly, in (2.15), 

[%&]=[%&]=o (2.17) 

we get 

&p;,,(z,i)dzAdi+& a@;,,(z,i)dfAdz 

-( & [ &&],$%,*~z7i~+& [ ~&]~~.*w+ 
Adz+ SdF;,:(z,i). 

Comparison now of Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18) gives 

(2.18) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 1, January 1995 
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G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 7 

d&,(z,Z)=-S 
( 

& ~~~,*(z,i)d-Adz-d~~,~(z,Z) ,- ,- (2.19) 

that is, the $‘$,,(z,Z) tl obstruction term, which a priori occurred in (2.14) does not appear. 
Moreover the term 

& &9;+*(zddiAdz 
can contribute to the @,lI uncharged sector only if $‘A,,(z,Z) will contain negative charged 
fields: So, since we remove the antighosts fields, after imposing their equations of motion through 
the gauge fixing, we can assume the only @,fI charged negative fields are only those which occur 
in the Lagrangian coupled to the BRS transformation. 

We shall show in the Appendix that in the Scohomology space no negative charged field can 
appear, hence, 

d<&(z,i)= Sd&,f(z,i) (2.20) 

but recalling that ,$‘y,,(z,Z) is a representative of an equivalence class, and is defined modulo 
arbitrary S ;ontributions, the current conservation is realized only for elements 
$y,,(z,Z) - 6p,f(z,?) which will define “locally” the conserved current Ipy,*( z,Z), such that 

d~~,,(z,z)~ddC~~,,(z,z)- &;:(z,Z))=O. (2.21) 

6. The local S cohomology 

As pointed out in the formula (2.11), we have shown that the elements of the diff-mod d 
cohomology can be easily derived from the ones of the S cohomology in the space of local 
functions. The aim of this part is to solve 

s~;,*(z,i) =o, (2.22) 

where the upper index r will label the ia,II charge and the lower index the form degree, respec- 
tively. The (r>,II charge sector we are interested in, is the one with r= 1. 

If we decompose the cohomology spaces into their underivated ghost content: 

~~,~(z,Z)=~~o~,,(z,Z)+c~~~,~(z,Z)+~~~~,~(z,~)+cF~~~~,(z,~), (2.23) 

where 

~~.O~,*(z,z>,~;)Z,ftz,2),~;)-,,1 (z,i),,p~;;*(z2) 
do not contain underivated ghosts, the condition (2.22) will imply the following system: 

~~$*(z,i)=O, (2.24) 

(-~+ac)~I;,~(z,z)+aE~~,~(z,z)+a~."~,,(z,z)=O, (2.25) 

(-~+a~,.~~~,~(z,?)+dc~;)~,~(z,z)+~~~”~,*(z,z)=O, (2.26) 

(ii-ac-dc)~~~~,(z,z)-~~~~,~t2,2)+a~;;,~(z,~)=O, (2.27) 

where 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. I, January 1995 
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&sca--cd, (2.28) 

@+O;,*(z,z) =o, (2.29) 

(- P+(a-ELd)C)~;lz,f(z,Z)-~g~z,r(z,r)),+(a-ILd)~,O~,,(z,Z)=o, (2.30) 

(-~+(C?-pd)c)~~~~~Z,Z)-rrc~~~~(z,Z))+(d-CLa)~~o~,*(z,Z)=O, (2.3 1) 

(s-ac-ac)~~~~,c~,z)-a~~Z,f(~,z)+a~;;,~(z,Z)=o. (2.32) 

In the Appendix we shall show that in a general Lagrangian model, in which, for the sake of 
simplicity the matter fields are taken to be scalar, and the only @,II negative charged fields are the 
:xtemal ones coupled to the BRS variations (and the gauge terms are taken away by solving 
82=0) the S cohomology space does not contain negative charged fields, so for r# 0 the solution 
of the first equation of-(2.32) is 2 trivial: 

p.O;,*(z,z)= @-;;,‘(z,i). 

Then, using 

[& a-i;ZJ=((a-j&)(a-$), 

we get 

(-a+ca-lLa)c)~;,rcz,z)-~~~~~(z,Z)+(a-~a)~~,*(z,t))=o, 

e ii+t~-~a)~)~~~~(z.z)-~~~~ft~,~~+(d-~a)~o~~1(z,z))=o. 

So, if we define 

%“;,:cz,+Q-y ,,(~,z)+(a-~d)~~~~(z,~)-Aa~~l,(z,Z)(i -pji), 

we get 

3F;;of*( Z,Z) = 0 

which is solved, according to the results given in the Appendix, by 

~~~,l*(z,z)=~~;~,~l(z,z)+ ~-y~~**(z,z,, 1 9 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

where +@;,‘>‘(Z,Z) and $$$,i’(Z,Z) are elements of the 2 cohomology space. Next defining 

+9$&z) = ay;;1 (z,z)+X(~~;~,;l(Z,Z)+ ~~~~~*(z,z))+~h~~;~~‘(z,z) 

+ ~~~-jo~*(Z,Z)), (2.40) 

p;,*‘(z,z,=ay;,’ (z,Z> + i@-$J,;‘(Z,Z) + ~~~~~*(z,z))+~x(~$;~;*‘(z,z) 

+ ~~~yff*tz,z)) > (2.41) 

we have 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 1, January 1996 
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(~-dc-dE)~~~~*(z,z,-~~~~,~(z,z)+~~~~,~(z~z) 
-(ii-ac-ac)~~~~*(z,z)-xx(l-LLLL)[ai~z;d~l(z,~)+~~~~*(Z,Z)) 

- dz(g&‘(Z,Z) + @g)y*(z,z))l= 0. (2.42) 

By introducing 

g;;;*(z,i>= ha 1 - Piw;~jp,ZL (2.43) 

we obtain 

ii(A~~*(z,Z)-a~~~~~*(z,Z)+a~~~~~~*(z,z))-ai~:;;,1(z,~)+~z~~;~t’(z~~)=O. . . v-4 

Since 8, and dz commute with 2, then &$$;~>‘(Z,Z) and a,$@& ‘(Z,Z) are elements of 
the same space, so the only possibility to verify (2.44) is 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Furthermore, since the 2 cohomology does not depend on the external negative charged fields, 
solving (2.45) gives 

(gy;*(Z,Z) - a,<jig+;*(Z,Z) + az-y;~~*cZ,Z))= ~~;~&a (2.47) 

so the final decomposition writes 

+ r~~~~*(Z,Z, + -y&lcz,z,,. (2.48) 

We emphasize that, in the “big” coordinates, the current @z:&‘(Z,Z) will always transform 
as a scalar quantity, despite of its tensorial * content, that is, 

s~;(;,l(Z,Z)=(~dz+ ~a,)g,;&l(z,a. (2.49) 

On the other hand, introducing the local quantities, 

~,b’,,;‘(z,z)~x~~;;;,‘(z,z), (2.50) 

(2.5 1) 

they will transform in the “little” c ghosts as 

~~,~,~1(z,Z)=(cd+ca)~,~,~‘(z,t)+(de+~~~)~,~;1(z,Z) 

so that it is a (1,0) tensor, while, going to the C(z,Z) ghosts, we get 

(2.52) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 36, No. 1, January 1995 
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10 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

- &/-q!,g,;‘(zm (C(z.Z) -~u(z,z>c(z,i)) 
(l-/-G) - (2.53) 

Similarly, for its c.c counterpart, 

&&I ( ) (z,E)=(ca+Ea)~,b:;l(z,z)+(dc+riiac)~,~,~l(z,Z), (2.54) 

- -- 
~~,~;l(z,E)=a(c~~;l(z,z))+(~~;~,;l(z,i) 

-&i.F$&l(z,z))) (c(z,z)-~(z,z)~(z,z)) 
(l-Pbu) (2.55) 

[it is a (0,l) tensor]. So we can rewrite (2.48) as 

yy*(z,Z) = c(z,zPfb’,,; ‘(z.2) + c(z,rPg;‘(z,z) + s(c(z,z)c(z,z)xxd~~3*(z,~) . > 

(2.56) 

A complete description in terms of the c’s can be achieved introducing 

~~~,~(z,z)=~;~,sl(z,~)+~~;l(z,z>, . 9 

,~~~~(z,z)=.~,~,;l(z,E)+~~,~,~l(Z,Z)’ 

and (2.56) then reads 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

p;.*(z,a=c(z,Z)p;;,f , (z,Z) +c(Z,z,p;,f(z,z)+ 4c(z,i)E(z,Z)( 1 -pp)xilq;*(z.z) 

f (E(z,i)+ ~(Z,E)C(Z,E))~~~~~~*(Z,Z) 

+(C(z,z)+I(L(Z,Z)F(Z,Z))X(Z,Z)~~~~*(z,~)+~~,+’(Z,i)). 

Therefore our final result for the currents (2.1 l), by specializing r= 1, writes 

(2.59) 

& .~~,*(z,z)fd~~,,(z,~)+ 6y,f(z,j) (2.60) 

=~,bq*(z,z)(dz+~dZ)+.~,bq,(z,i-)(dS+1Udz)+d~,*(z,Z)+~~l,l~rZ) 
(2.61) 

(2.62) 

or, by covariance, 

~,,(z,Z)=~z;~,*(Z,Z)dZ+~~;~,*(Z,Z)dZ+d~~,o,,(Z,z)+ @&(Z,Z). (2.63) 

Finally we want to remark that S~$L.,(z,.?) = 0 implies, by using the decomposition (2.48), 
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- - 
Y~(-di~z;~~*(z,Z)+dz~~;l;,l(z,Z))= (l~y$;!)) [a.~,~;‘(z,Z)-a(~~~;‘tz,E)) , 

the last equality tells us that the diffeomorphism invariance will imply the current conservation 
both in the “big” index current @z$;*’ 
dz,,(z,f) = 0 as before. 

(z,?) and in the “little” index one @‘&i(z,z), that is 

C. The charge definition and the holomorphic factorization of currents 

The two dimensional character of the theory has an important consequence, since the current 
conservation condition can be inverted. 

In fact from the condition (2.46), 

(-a~~z;~,;l(z,z)+d~~~;~_*ltZ,Z))=O, (2.65) 

it will formally follow 

~z;~,;l(z,Z)=(ai)-‘dz~~;~,;l(Z 2) 9 , (2.66) 

where the inverse operator (&) - ’ can be defined, only in two dimension, using the Cauchy 
theorem: 

,$-&‘(z,z)= dWAd@ I 
d&g;*1 t W? w 

C w-z 

= dW/idti+ 
I C 

B’,$!;‘“,) _ j-cdW//dpdw( ---&$$;(w,~) 

=d 3 . ~;;~*ltw,w z 
I 

dWAdW 9;;:‘twm 
C w-z + &$I I w-z (2.67) 

and on a manifold without boundary it reduces to 

gz;~,;ltZ,z)=ta,)~~;~-L(z,z) (2.68) 

so no charge Q* can be obtained unless 

a,pz;;,;l(Z,2j=0, a,~~;;,~‘(z,z)=o, (2.69) 

hence, holomorphicity in Z (big!) is a necessary condition in order to get charges. 
In the z-frame, by (2.50) and (2.51), the existence of charges is assured only if we require the 

supplementary conditions: 

s$& ‘tz,z> = a(pY$;,;‘(z,i)), a.9$*~;1(z,i) = &/G.9$jgz,i)). (2.70) 

Accordingly, the S variations (2.53) and (2.55) read 
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12 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

s~,~,;‘tz,z)=a(Ctz,~)~,~,;l(Z,Z)), (2.71) 

s~,~;‘tz,z)=d(C(z,Z)~,g;l(z,~)), (2.72) 

we remark that if we define the currents Y: $- ’ (z,.$ and 3&;;; 1 (z,.?) from their previous BRS 
VWiatiOnS, then the conditions (2.70) will derive from the required conditions (2.6), 

d~~;?z,i)=[ “&) ~;;,;‘(z,z) = &i~,b’,,;‘(z,Z)), (2.73) 

*,g; ‘tz,z>= a(p@,g;‘(z,z)). 

In the Z coordinates these solutions will imply 

~(~$q~,*tm)- 4Ph~;:,*tz,-m=o, 

a(hjg(z,Z))- a(&$,O,*(z,Z))=o, 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

that is 

X>;(l-~~)di,~z;oO,*(z,z)=o, X~(l-~~)dz,~~‘gO*(Z,Z)=O, (2.76) 1 * 

which means that 9 *’ - z,o,*(Z,Z) is a holomorphic function iz Z. This constraint can be imposed in 
a diff-invariant way by imposing 

or equivalently, 

w~,o,*tzm= 0, s(~9&*tzm= 0, (2.77) 

w.$,,*tz,i))=o, 

s(cf~,o,*(z,E))=o. 

Projecting (2.78) into underivated ghost factors we obtain 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

4 - ~~,o,*(z,Z) + w$),*tz,Z) + LLd~,o,*(z,i)I = 0, 

and similarly for (2.79). 
We recall that the * index will indicate arbitrary 

“little” coordinates from ,Y&(z,~) = 7’ 
“big” Z Z indices, so the switching to 

z,o,zn,zm(z,Z) is done with a suitable h and x resealing. 

~,O,Zn,Zm(z,~)= ~~o.Jzy 
A”irn 

<,o,zn,im(z,i)= -%dZ~~) . 
A”irn (2.8 1) 
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It is easy to verify that the previous currents do not verify the local current conservation in /A 
and ,C (2.70) unless a particular tensorial content is realized: In particular, this is achieved in (2.80) 
only if .e,c,*(z,Z) will contain only Z indices and e,o,* (z,Z) only Z ones, signature of the 
holomorphicity in Z. 

SO we obtain local currents Y$Jz,Z) $&Jz,Z) defined as 

<oz”(z,z)= @.o.fJ ) 
7 7 

y&z,z)= ~~o~~y~ . 

The constraint equations will be so modified: 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

and similarly for the C.C. 
It is important to note that the current e. 2n z,z ( -) has a definite covariance property in the 

sense that is a “true” (n + 1) ,0 tensor, it has a spin value (n + 1) . 
In terms of holomorphic ghosts we get 

sY$-;;(z,z) = a(C(z,Z)~;~,T,‘(z,Z))+ndC(z,~)~;~*~~ , (2.84) 

(2.85) 

III. THE l-FORMS IN LAGRANGIAN LOCAL QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
A. The classical level 

The previous section has introduced, from a heuristic point of view the descent equations 
which define the l-forms. Moreover these equations play an important role in the dynamics; so 
they have to be embedded in a Lagrangian model whose quantum extension will provide infor- 
mations concerning the renormalization of those currents. 

We have to introduce an invariant classical action r$‘, such that, 

s,ry=o. (3.1) 

In Ref. 1 we have shown that the more general invariant classical action under diffeomorphisms 
takes the form: 

X(z,.i)diAdz+bj 
&pa- jap 

$-j,-j(a-$-.iab)4o; 1 -pb +j,o (z,f)diAdZ 1 
t~OO)v+)~OO f=$ m,,](z.i)+c.c.]di/\di). (3.2) 

We shall treat here, for the sake of simplicity, the spin zero case; in this case the most general 
invariant Lagrangian reads 
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14 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

1. (3.3) 

We remark that, due to the dimensionless character of the scalar field, the only diff-invariance 
requirement will imply an infinite number of interaction terms at the classical level, raising a lot 
of problems on the physical meaning of the model; anyhow several criteria can be established on 
the resummation of the interacting part, which will involve particular addition conditions on the 
definition on the model which would not destroy the reparametrization invariance. These aspects 
do not compromise our treatment which will hold validity for all these classes of models. 

According to the general prescription, we have to introduce the BRS variations coupled to 
@,II negative charged external fields. 

Furthermore, as said before, we put into the dynamics the l-forms current coupled to external 
fields. 

rCl,rC~+rCl+rCl 0 1 2 3 

where the “source” action reads 

I-f'= I diAdz[ t.h,,tz,iMo,otz,i)+ yl,,tz,Z)s&,,,,tz,Z)) 

+ ?l(z,i)spu(z,E) + $Z,E)SiqZ,i) 

+ stz,z)sc(z,z) -t S(z,Z)sE(z,i))], 

with 

s~=(c.a)~--(ac+~aE)+dC+~~~, 

SC=(C~~, ~~~.~=t~~44,,,, 

and of course the complex conjugate expressions and the “current” action, 

r?= 
I 

d~r\dz(p”“tz,Z)A,~,,,tz,z) + P’(z,Z)h&,(z,i) + &z,i)9$Jz,i) 

+Pf”(z,E)~,,,i”(z,z)). 
We have to impose the invariant condition: 

aorci = 0. 
The U.V. dimensions of the constituents of the model are 

[a]=[Z]=i, 

Mo,ol=o~ 
Cpl=[cl=[4=O, [r1,11= 1, 

[51=[171=C771=l9 
[pq=[pt”]=[p;]= l-n, 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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[~,,,Jz,i)l= 1 fn. (3.16) 

The external fields coupled to the holomorphic currents are introduced in the Lagrangian, by 
fixing their variations in order to get the descent equations seen in the previous section: So we 
have 

and their c.c That is, if we define 

pZ”(Z,~)=(A)npzn(~,Z), (3.19) 

&“(Z,Z) = - 
A(n+ 1) 

AAt 1 -/-@I 
p:“tz,a, (3.20) 

we get the following descent equations for the sources: 

~~~"(z,Z)=a,pZ"(z,Z), 2ipz”(z,Z)=0, (3.21) 

the introduction of the previous fields allows us to reproduce at the Lagrangian level the right 
properties of the holomorphic currents .F’$zn z,z ( -) at the classical level, when the symmetry is 
preserved. 

The role of the pz” field, as inhomogeneous part of the /3 tranformations, is of prime impor- 
tance: it will fix the current conservation (2.70). The BRS philosophy forces us to fix their 
covariance properties, so the A,,i,, n(z,Z) term is a priori needed at the tree level: we shall show 
that this term is unessential at the classical level, but, on the other hand, is fundamental at the 
quantum level. 

The BRS operator is defined: 

mc~ s a? s arc1 s 
so= 

-- 
Sy1,,(z,i) S$&,o(z,i) + ~4o,o(zA b,l(ZA + 6v(z,Z) &4z,a 

arc1 6 arcr a arcr s nc[ 6 
+ &dz,Z) h(z,Z) ~ ~ + sijo qqiz+ S/ii(z,i) hj(z,2) 

~~ 
- -+ 6~(z,Z) Sc(z,i) 

a? s arc’ s 8rcr 6 ~ -+SpqZ,Z) s 
+ sc(z,z) mz)+ z&3 GF(z,Z) + SE(z,i) @(‘(z,i) &f”tz,z) 

s 
+spqz,z) --n 

QZ (z,Z) 
+sp:“(z,i> 

s s 

siq”tz,a 
+s&z,i) --II 

4q (ZA 1 
(3.22) 

with 

sy1.,(z,Z)= 

m,C1 
6#o,o(zd 

+(C.a)~l,l(~,Z)+(a~(~,Z)+dC(~,Z))~l,l(z,Z) (3.23) 

and 
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16 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

sly 
sv(z7Z) = +(z,i) -----+(C~d)~(z,2)+(dc(Z,Z)+~~tZ,Z))77(z,2) 

+(ac(z,z)+2~(z,Z)dc(z,Z)-~E(z,Z))?l(z,z), (3.24) 

sS(zA = - r&?w~o,,tzd - 77(z,i)&-4z,i) - d(p(z,z) 77(2,2))- &(z,i) - ij(z,Z)d@(z,Z) 
- 4P2(Z9i) 77(z2))+ S(zd~c(z2) - a(t(z,Z)c(z,i))- &bc(z,z)). (3.25) 

so we can Write the current Ward identities, coming from the BRS variation of the external 
sources Pzn(Z,,?),&(Z,.?). They reproduce in a functional approach the descent equations just 
encountered in the previous section, written in terms of Ar,i,m(z,z),~~,~n(z,Z) and their c.c. 

s (s()F’)=s ap 
SpZ”(z,i) &+“tz~z) -a( c spfn;;;i)) 4( c 8p:;;;i)) -n@ctz?i) 

+pdEtz,i)) 817~ - arc’ arc1 cc1 
~pZ”(z,~) - ” w,tz,a + %&(Z,Z) +(n+l)dp &pi(z,j) 

-(s,-ca-ca-~E-~C)Az,~,z~(z,r)-~~,~,z”(Z,Z)+(n+ l)d/.A9$z”(Z,i) 
+P-fazn(z,z)=o, (3.26) 

s (sp) = 6, arc1 
( 

arc1 
sp”,7z,a spl,“(z,Z) 

--a c(z,Z) 
sp’,“(z,Z) 1 ( 

-a C(z,i) arc1 
spI”(z,i) i 

+ @c(z,i) 

mcl + aE(z,z))- srcl 
q”(z.i) -(n+ l)(dc+pcE)- &$YZ>i) 

(3.27) 

Their solutions are carried out as before; introducing 

(3.28) 

they become 

29 z,o,zntza = 0, ~~z,i,zGa = ag&p(z,Z), (3.29) 

SO 

9z~o,zn(z,z) =9&cz..z, + q-&“t-m (3.30) 

so (3.26) is rewritten 

&nz,j,,ntz,z> - az~z&tZ,Z,,= a&gpm). (3.31) 

But, since, a--!@” - 
n 

z z,a,zJZ,Z) is an element of the Scohomoiogy, the previous equation is con- 
sistent only if each term is identically zero: we have shown so that the diff-invariance will imply 
the holomorphicity of ~z;~,zJZ,Z), that is, 
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8 

Spzn(z,i) ( ap) = o+ d&&n(z,Z) = o. (3.32) 

The current conservation will derive from the inhomogeneous part of the @ variation, so a 
ptiori we have to require 

(dpz”(z,Z)-~dpZ”(z,Z)+naCLPz”tz,Z))#O. (3.33) 

Equation (3.33) will imply 

aipZ”(z,i> f 0. (3.34) 

On the other hand it is easy to realize from (3.26) and (3.27) that in the quantum extension of 
the model, the possible p and p dependent anomalies will spoil the current conservation and their 
covariance properties, respectively. 

The BRS approach consists in the study of the cohomology of the 6 operator in the space of 
local functionals, the charge zero space will identify the classical action while the charge one will 
give the quantum anomalies. 

This analysis has to be done as the one carried out in Ref. 1, where, in a similar way we have 
related the diff-mod d cohomolology space to the one of S within the class of local functions. 

Calling A:(z,Z) the more general element of the diff-mod d cohomolology and labeling with 
the h index the Scohomology elements we can find the 2-form extension of (2.8) as calculated in 
Ref. 1 

D D 
A;(z,Z)=A’$(z Z)- -- 1 Dc(z,i) DC(z,i) 

Ak$+2(z,Z)dz/-kIZ- & Ab;+‘(z,Z)dz 
9 

D 
- ~ Atll;+‘(z,~)dZ-ds~,,(z,Z)+ &;‘(z,Z). 

DC(z,i) 
(3.35) 

The novelty of this paper with respect to Ref. 1 consists in introducing the currents inside the 
dynamics of the Lagrangian, and [as it is easy to realize from (3.26) and (3.27)] the quantum 
extension of the model might generate p and p dependent anomalies which could spoil the current 
conservation and their covariance properties, respectively, as already stated. 

The next section will investigate this possibility. 

6. The quantum level 

The quantum extension 
parametrize the anomaly as 

of the model has to be done as in our paper;’ first of all we have to 

SF= A = 
I 

dZAdzA’(z,z) + c (p’“(z,Z)A~;2,,,(z,i) +pi”(z,r)~~;~,il.(z,z) + p;(z,Z)A;;:(z,Z) 
n 

+ P~ntz,i)A~,zntz,z)) (3.36) 

and A~;~,z.(z,Z) has cP,lI charge equal to zero, and A:$ with charge one, they both have U.V. 
dimensions 2+n. 

The hunting of anomalies has to be done as in Ref. 1, and within this model we show in the 
Appendix that: 
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18 G. Bandelloni and S. Lazzarini: Diffeomorphism cohomology 

Theorem: The ghost sectors (Q-II charge sectors) of the &cohomology in the space of 
analytic functions of the fields, where the$elds X and >; satisfy Eq. (IS), and completed with the 
terms {ln X, In X}, seen as independentjelds depend only on terms containing underivated source 
p which multiply zero ghost sector elements of the cohomology. 

The zero ghost sector is, on the other hand, nontrivial only in the part which contains matter 
fields. Its elements will contain no free z and Z indices, i.e. they are “scalarlike” quantities with 
respect to “little indices” but can hold the tensorial content with respect the “big indices” Z and 
Z. A generic element of this space will be a (h,h)-confonnal quantity of the form 

where f is an analytic function, (polynomial). 
So we are left with a p dependent anomaly: 

A;&z,i)=xi( 1 -/.~,ii)pA;;(z,i) (3.37) 

but from the transformation laws (3.17) we argue that 

(3.38) 

So Eq. (3.37) recovers an ordinary trace anomaly which can be reabsorbed by a counterterm 

I dzAdzp(z,Z)~o,o(z,Z)y,.l(z,Z). 

Indeed the BRS variation of the previous term gives the anomaly, 

I I 

6rii 
s dzAdzptz,z)~o,otz,z)r,,,tz,Z>= - dZAdzptz,iMo,otz,Z) s400tz i) . (3.39) 

2 ’ 

At this stage we have to reconsider the model and all the cohomolology calculations serve to 
recover every possible origins of anomalies: in Ref. 1 the locality requirement, which forces the 
elimination of our vectorial space P of X, i (but more important of In X and in x) dependence, 
was the origin of the holomorphic anomaly, which is represented by a’(~,?). In this paper we are 
involved in the @(z,Z) and p’“(z,Z) and their C.C. external dependent anomalies, so we have to 
analyze again their disappearance from the cohomology sectors. 

We recall that the cancellation of the p’“(z,Z) anomalies (see Appendix) are governed by the 
term 

(3.40) 

So if possible p”“(z,Z) dependent anomalies can appear in the slice where 

(3.41) 

that is, 

a,pZ”(z,Z) =o. (3.42) 

If (3.41) is valid, the field @(z,Z) is a “true” tensor density 
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s/3:“(z,Z) = Cc. J)P:“(z,if> + (dc(z,i) + -3Z(z,i>)j3~“(z,i>-- tn + 1 >(ik(z,i) + pdF)&(z,Z). 
(3.43) 

Furthermore in this region the covariance properties of 9’ ’ z,o,zn(z,Z) are not modified, due to 
(3.27) [or if you prefer the second and third (2.84) condition], and no /3:“(z,Z) dependent anoma- 
lies can appear. 

With this constraint the BRS variation of p’“(z,i) becomes 

spzR(z,Z)= C(z,i)dpz”(z,.f) -ndC(z,f)pz”(z,f>. (3.44) 

It is evident that this is a sign of the holomorphic factorization, so the anomalies have to be 
searched as elements of the local cohomology of the S operator as polynomial in p’“(z,i) and its 
d, derivatives, with the remaining field content in order to get @. I1 charge and U.V. dimension 
equal to 3. 

A.‘l(z,z)=d,~~“(z,Z)A~(z,Z) (d,=4d2-.-d,), 

dim Ai(z,i)=2+n-r 

so for 6 2 + n the cocycle condition, 

sA”(z,Z)=O, 
implies 

~,(C(z,~)~pz”(z,~)-n~C(z,~)p”“(z,~))-~,pZ”(z,~)sA~(z,Z)=O 

and then 

c dspzn(Z,i) 
jSr Ii 1 5 (-ajctZ,i)$-j+l 

+aj+IC(Z,Z)Sr,-j)A~(Z,Z>-ssSA~(Z,Z) ~0. 1 
In other words, 

r 

0 
j (-a,C(z,z)s”,-j+,+naj+,C(z,Z)ss-j)A~(z,z)=ss~A~(~,z) 

for each s,n30. 
For s=r 

sAL(z,Z) = (n - r)dC(z,f)A~(z,f) 

and for sfr 

= 0 : (-ajC(~,z)SS-j+I+ndj+lC(z,Z)GS-j)A~(z,z)=O. 
j<r,j+ 1 J 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.5 1) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 
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Now the BRS operator will always contain cd+ cd, *.a which do not appear in (3.52) so the 
only solution will be for 

n=r (3.54) 

and the anomaly takes the form 

A “(z,Z) = d,pz”(z,Z)A”(z,Z), (3.55) 

where 

dim A”(z,Z) =2, (3.56) 

for each n, and 

sA.“(z,Z)=O. (3.57) 

Furthermore from (3.53), for each n, we have (3.53) 

An-‘(z,Z) + ddC(z,?) - [ (‘;I) +(n+I)( ‘T l)]A’i’(z,$+&MC(z,i) 

x[ -( ‘i2) +(n+Z)( n:2i]A~‘2(z,i)+...=0, (3.58) 

where dots will contain A”(z,,$ (n>3) with fixed dimensions equal to 2 which multiply terms 
c+C(z,i), (134). 

So the only cancellation mechanism relies on QII tricks, and by considering that A”(z,$ does 
not contain any external field, power counting arguments forbid any solution; so 

A”(z,Z)=O for na2. (3.59) 

Elementary considerations show that the previous conditions are all verified only for 

A”(z,$=C(z,Z)&K(z,Z), n=O,l, (3.60) 

so we have 

A~(z,~,=p(z,~)C(z,Z)ddC(z,~)=p(z,Z)s(dC(z,Z)), 

A~(z,~)=dpZ(~,Z)C(z,Z)ddC(z,Z)=~pZ(z,Z)s(dC(z,~)), 
(3.61) 

since, in the case of (3.42), p = dC(z,Z) it is easy to realize that Ai(z,Z) is a mimic of the Feigin 
Fuks cocycle.15 In this framework we can verify that 

Aj(z,~)=s(p(z,E)C(z,Z)d In X(z,Z)), (3.62) 

h~(~,~)=s(Jp~(z,~)C(z,Z)J In X(Z,L!)-C(z,Z)d In k(z,~?)p~(z,i)a In X(z,Z)), (3.63) 

so they are coboundaries in “nonlocal” basis, while in a local ones the compensation mechanism 
is not possible and give rise to anomalies. 

Finally calculations are concluded by deriving the Ward anomalies: the Ward identity obstruc- 
tion to the (1,O) current conservation takes the form 
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6 d d 
Gp(z,i) dc(z’,i’) dE(Z’,i’) A~(z’,Z’)d~‘Ad+d~~(r,Z) 

and the (2,0) obstruction which correspond to that of the energy momentum tensor reads 

s d d 
&Z(z,Z) dc(z’,i,) cqz’,?) A;(z’,Z’)d~‘Ad+d~~(z,?). (3.65) 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work we have studied the role of the diffeomorphism current both at the 
classical and at the quantum level by computing some specific cohomologies. 

It has been shown, within the Beltrami parametrization of compex structures, that the holo- 
morphic properties play a fundamental role in the dynamics of simple conformal models. This fact 
again infers the relevance of the complex structure of the Riemann surface on which the field 
theoretical model is built. 

The locality requirements govern deeply the occurrence of anomalies at the quantum level. 
The study of diffeomorphism current is not completed here and deserves some more careful 

results in particular in the meaning of the anomalous Ward identities for correlation functions with 
diffeomorphism current insertions. 

APPENDIX A: THE ?i C~H~M~L~GY 

The previous results heavy rely on the calculation of the 3 operator on the space ,P of the 
local functions with positive power on the matter field ~$c,c and the @.II. charged fields, and 
analytical in the Beltrami fields. These constaints are required on the basis of (D.II. charge super- 
selection rules and Lagrangian contruction and play a relevant role, since the cohomology defini- 
tion depends not only on the operator but on its domain too. For the construction given in the text 
the space Tr does not contain underivated c(z,Z), E(z,Z) @.II. ghosts. 

The operator 3 is defined from S as 

where 

~=s-(c(z.i).~)=s-c(z,i)( ,&)-F(z,i)[ “,&] , (Al) 

S=sZ(z,Z) & D 
+sZ(z,i) 7+ c a”a”s&j(z,Z) 

D 

, DZ(z,i) m,nao DP&bj,Jz,2) 

+ Pa”sp(z,i) 
D D D 

Dd”a”/~(z,i) 
+ a”&fi(z,z) 

DPa”~(z,f) 
+ P&x(z,z) 

DPdnX(z,E) 

642) 

+ a”a”sx(z,z) 
D 

+ Pans y(z,i) 
D 

DPa”>;(z,Z) 
+ PdnS 7j?(z,Z) 

D 

DPa”y(z,f) DPc?‘v(z,.f) 

+ drndnS ij(z,Z) 
D 

+ a”&~(z,z) 
D 

Dd”c? f,+,i) 
+ Pdnsg(z,Z) 

D 

Dd”a”5(z,f) Dd”a”~(z,?) 
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+ Pd”sp(z,~) 
D D D 

DPdnp(z,Z> 
+ Pa”s/?(z,i) 

Dd"a"P(z,f) 
+Pa”sp(z,z) - - 

Dd"d"P(z,~) 

+ Pdnsj(z,f) 
D D D 

DcY’dnj(z,i!) 
+ dm&c(z,i) 

Dd”a”c(z,i!> 
+ am&c(z,i> 

i Ddmd”c(z,i) . 
643) 

We recall that “6acts on the space on the fields and their derivatives considered as independent 
coordinates, as they stand for local Fock representation of the model. 

The spectral sequence analysis13*14*‘6 is a “perturbativelike” method which allows to recover, 
by recursion, a space which is isomorphic to the cohomology one. 

First of all an adjoint procedure is introduced into the game (just copying the Fock-like 
creation and destruction procedure13) by the formal replacement14 of the formal derivative with 
respect to the field and their derivatives by the formal multiplication with respect the same 
quantities and vice versa. 

Introducing the self-adjoint operator, 

V= c 
m,nao, m-tnz-1 

(m+n)( a”c7ktz.a Dam-.yc(z i)+a”a”Etz21 Dd”j:F(z ,) 9 (A4 
9 , 

whose eigenvalues provide the counting of the order of the ghost derivatives; so the space P-can 
be decomposed into a direct sum of subspaces; futhermore “s can be graded with respect to v as 

[v, cg= c (m+n)&?n+n). (A3 
m,nao, m+n>l 

In gen_eral the spectral sequence method insures that the “s cohomology is isomorphic to the 
solutions A(z,Z) of the system: 

?i(m+n)&z,z)=o 
8+(m+n)h(z,Z)=o ’ (‘46) 

or (in other words) h(z,i) are zero modes of the Laplacians { &m+n), %(nz+n)}, such that, 

{Ti(m+n),~+(m+n)}&z,Z)=o. 647) 

The first level of filtration will select the part of the operator which does not contain any @,17 
fields: 

3(O)= c am,, D 
tTL,?l~O DPa”yl,l(z,Z) 

SX’,c’ D 

+ pa” &tZ,i> Ddma”&,i) 

a-y 
+c?%r-r-(z,Z) 

D 

&4zvd Da”‘,, ij(z,Z) 

+Pdn t- r1,1(z,Z)~40,0(z,i)- ~(z,Z)a~tz,z)-d(LL(Z,Z)17(2,2)) 
( 
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-haa- ~tz,z)a~tz,Z)-at~2(z,z)Sj(z,z)) D 

Da”a”b(z,i> 

+ am3 - rl,l(z,z)~~o.o(z,i) - ii(z,i)&xz,z) - &LL(Z,Z) Il(z,ii)) 

- df/(z,Z)- ~(z,i)dp(z,z)- &/ii2(z,i) qfz,i)) 
D 

D&?&Z) 

-a”a”(ap’“(z,z)-~apzn(Z,~)+na~pzn(Z,Z_))) 
D 

DPdn&z,i) 

+a’“~(api”(z,z)-pdpin(z,z)+.d/Gpin(Z,Z)) 
D 

_ ---n 
i Damanp; (z,i) ’ 

G48) 

The previous operator being nilpotent, we filter it with the counting operator of the fields: 

8(O),= C ama”( -2co(ad)+oo) ( D 
+ ama”( - d7j(Z,i)) 

D 

ttt.tI>O Da”a”rl,l(z,i) Da”a”[(z,z) 

+am;in(-aij(z,t)) 
D D 

- - 
Damavz,i) 

+ ama”(&z”(z,z)) 
Da”a”pg”(z,z) 

+ a”a”(apin(z,z)) 
D 

_ _ -” 
:i Damay3: (~2) ’ 

So we can calculate the Laplacian 

m‘(o)o~m~) 

getting 

(‘49) 

(AlO) 

{?i(o)o&83= C 
l?l,?ZZ=O ( 

a~~t2cota&hdz,a) Dama”zcot~~)~ootz z) 
7 

+ an*bY,,l 
D D 

Da”dnyl,l(Z,i) 
+ama”(&(z,z)) - - 

Ddrnd”d7?(z,iq 

+a'na"< 
D 

+ a%yaij(z,i)) 
D - - D 

Dd”a”S(z,i) Da’“a”aij(z,z) 
-I- aman 

Dd”c?‘&,i) 

+a%Qpz”(z,i)) 
D 

+ a”a”&(z,i) 
D 

- _ 
Davyap%i,t) Da%yf”(z,z, 

+ a~a”(ajF(z,~)) 
D - -- 

Dama”(a$)(z,i) 
+ a”a”P:“(z,z) 

(All) 
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The solution of the system (A6) will be into the kernel of the previous operator, so we can 
decompose (AlO) into a sum of positive terms of moduli (with respect of our definition of adjoint); 
and each of them will be identically zero. 

It is matter of calculation to derive that the cohomological space does not depend on 

and their derivatives. 
We remark that the p’“(z,TJ dependence of (All) will come from the inhomogeneous term of 

the p BRS transformation, that is we have to require: (apZ”(z,Z) - +3pz”(z,Z) 
+ nappz”(z,Z)) f 0. 

The next filtration will provide 

&co>,= 2 a~2(-c,(-~&~~)(~)~,,-a(~.a)~,) 
D 

am2 
m,n>O D~?“dny~,~(z,Z) 

D 
x t - cot a~ooa+oo)) 

Dd”a”v(z,2) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

D 

Da”a”;i(z,i) 

+ a%y - 77(z,i)dp(z,z) - a(p(z,z) 77(z,z)) - ij(~,i)aF.(~,z)) 
D 

Da”a”~(z,i) 

+ a%y - $(z,&$(z,Z) - &i(z,iY) Fj(z,Z))- ~(Z,Z)&(Z,Z)) 
D 

- - -pa” 
DamanS(z,i) 

(-~apz”(Z,Z)+na~pzn(Z,Z)) 
D 

DJ”a”pf”(z,f) 
+a%+( -+.@“(z,i> 

+napj’(z,z>> 
D 

- --?I 
1 Daman& (~2) ’ 

(‘412) 

whose Laplacian zero modes, in the space of those of (AlO) will eliminate, after standard calcu- 
lations, the dependence of the cohomology space from v,$ their derivatives, and from 
(aa)~,,(z,Z), (~%)+,,(z,,?), p”,lJ”,n # 0 and their derivatives. 

We have so shown that the cohomology space does not depend on the negative charged 
external fields, except the terms depending from underivated p”,fin,n = 0. 

Having so eliminated the @.I”I. negative charged fields content, the BRS operator (A3) strictly 
recall the one discussed in Ref. 1; so the next calculations will be similar as the ones in this 
references. 

The second filtration will led to the operator, 

where 
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so= 2 m d”a”q5,0(z,.?> 
D 

+ a”a”p(z,z) 
D 

ltl,ll*O I( Dd”a”~o,o(z,~) Da”a”p(z,i) 

+ a~~ji(z,i) 
D 

Dd”a”ji(z,i) 
+ ama”x(z,i) 

D D 

Da%%(z,i) 
+ a”a”X(z,i) 

DaY?i(z,z) 

+ amdnh(Z,i) 
D D D 

Da”a”k(z,E) 
- a+p(z,i) 

Dd%Q(Z,i) 
+ a*dniqz,i) 

I Da%yL(z,i) ’ 

s’= c 
I ( 

m a%v(z,z) 
D 

Da%Q(z,z> 
+ a”a”E(z,i) 

D 

m+nSl Da%Y(z,z) 1 

- a%v(z,i) 
D 

I Ddma”c(z,2) ’ 

Note that S is nothing else that the “little z” indices counting operator A’,( 1) -N,(f); that is, 

S=Na+N;,+NI;-N,-N,=Nz(pNz(f). (-414) 

Moreover St = S; similarly, 

S=Nb+N,+N,-NF-N,-~Ni(l)-Ni(t), 641% 

and St=,‘?. 
Furthermore. 

To= c 
m+nz=l I i m am-1d”+140,0(Z,i) Dama.zo o(z i)+a--12+1k4z,i) Dam.&z z) 

. ’ , 

+am-12+1ji(z,i) 
D 

+am-ld”+lX(Z,Z) 
D 

D~?~a”/Ii(z,i) Dav%(z,i!) 

+a*-‘a”“>;(Z,z) 
D 

- - 
Da*a%(z,i) i 

+ amd”(kp)(z,i) 
D 

Ddma”k(z,?) 

- ama”p2(z,i) 
D 

I 

D 

Dama”p(z,z) 
+ 

D,ii(z,i) ’ 

and 

T’= 2 
i i 

m am- ldn+ lc(z,i) 
D 

+am-la”+iC(z,Z) 
D 

mtnsz Dam&(z,z) Dd”d”Z(z,Z) 

D 

I - 

D D 
- a*&(z,z> 

Dd”a”E(z,i) + ac Ddc(z,i) =TT:+ac D&(z,f) * 

R(I)= C (ak&(z,i)Rkl+ ak~~c(z,i)r?,,(z,z)), 
ktla2 

6416) 
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&tZ,i) = 2 
mtn>ktl;m~k;n~l 

and Rki=Rkt 1,1- I ’ 
The spectral sequence analysis can be applied to & 1 ), since 

S( 1)2=0. 

Filtering now with 

D D 
d=l+ac +& 

Dac(z,z) D&z,?) 

we have the finite filtration 

[v’, 3(l),= i n&z), 
n=l 

with 

8’( l)=R( l), ~(2)=dc(z,Z)S+dE(z,Z)S, 

8’(4)=a2(z,i)dc(z,i) 
D D 

Ddc(z,i) - D%(z,i) 

and we have to solve 

lil(n)h(z,i)=O, 

Zi’+(n)h(z,z)=o, 
for n=1,...,4 

which is equivalent to 

(h(~,~)l{d,+(~),Ij’(‘n)}l~(z,Z))=jl?i(n)~~z,Z)/l~+lI~+~~)~(z~~)ll2=~~ 

b417) 

(-419) 

6420) 

6421) 

6422) 

(~23) 

where the scalar product is the one induced through our definition of the adjoint. First for n = 2 We 
get 

which is solved by 

S~(z,Z)=tN,tl)-Nztt>)6tz,2)=0 
S~(Z,~)=(N,(~)-N~(T))~~Z,~)=O ' 6425) 
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where 6(z,2) do not contain underivated c(z,Z),C(z,Z) ghosts, which are the only fields display 
an upper “little” index content. 

So (A25) implies that the “little” indices indices have to be saturated. Now this constraint 
imposed by the cohomology, combined with the fact that underivated ghosts are absent; it is easy 
to realize that space-time derivatives of c(z,Z) and C(z,Z) of order greater than two are absent, 
since in this case any “little” indices saturation can be insured. 

So the n = 1 condition, 

1 

R( l)&z,i)=O 

Zi’+( l)Lqz,Z)=O ’ 

is easily verified. Proceeding further, for IZ = 3 we have 

(6(z,2)~{~‘+(3),lir(3)}[h(z,Z)) 

=II~‘(3)~(z,Z)I12+ll?j’+(3)~(Z,Z)112 

= I 

~(6(z,z)laE(z,z)[T,T+l - Dac;z,j) I&z2>) 

lTO~(z,z)l12+ll~~(z~~~l12+ Djcyz z> 
II 

htz,a 
7 

D 
II 

2 

Dac(z,i) 
&z,i) + 

II2 D D 
+L(...) I/ D&(z,i) 

6(z,i) 2+ 
I/ II 

M(...) &z,Z) =o, 
DdE(z,i) /I 

where L( . *. ), M( * * .) are complicated functions. 
The posivity of the metric kill imply 

D 
D&(z,F> 

fi(z,Z>= DaFTz ?) fi(z,Z)=O. (A=) 

This result tells us that the cohomology space does not contain &(z,.?), &(z,$ monomials. 
At the end for n =4 we get 

(6~z,i)l~B’i(4).~‘o)1~~z,i))=ll( D&yz 2) - D,f: 
c z, 

i))‘(z”)/12 

+ 

- 

J. Math. Phys 

D D 2 

D&(z,i) DcWz,~) 
6(z,i> 

D D 2 

Dactz9z) - D&(Z,i) 
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D D - 
Dk(z,$ - DWz,Z) 

which, with the previous results (A26) gives the information that h(z,?) does not contain com- 
bination of monomials &(z,Z) - %(z,$. 

Collecting together the results, the @,II charged sector will only contain elements of the type, 

L(Q)= (ac(z,i) + %(z,f))A.,(zA (~27) 

but 

dc(z,.?J + dE(z,?) = ?i ln(k(z,F)>;(z,~)( 1 - /-G(z,Z))). (A29 

So if we enlarge the basis of the cohomology by introducing the nonlocal (in ,u!) functions: 

{ln X,ln X}, 

the &cohomology will be empty. 
On the other hand in the cP,lI uncharged space we have to verify 

s'A,(z,z)=(N,(l)-N,(t))Ao(z,Z)=O, 

~“Ao(z,Z)=(Ni(5)-Ni(t))Ao(z,Z)=0, 
T”A,(z,i) =O, (~29) 

f+A,(z,Z)=O. 

So we have the following theorem: 
Theorem: The ghost sectors (@-II charge sectors) of the &cohomology in the space of 

analytic functions of the jelds, where theJLields X and A satisfy Eq. (1.5), and completed with the 
terms {ln X, in >; }, seen as independent fields depend only on terms containing underivated p 
which multiply zero ghost sector elements of the cohomology. 

The zero ghost sector is, on the other hand, nontrivial only in the part which contains matter 
jields. Its elements will contain no free z and Z indices, i.e., they are “scalarlike” quantities with 
respect to “little indices” but can hold the tensorial content with respect the “big indices” Z and 
2. A generic element of this space will be a (h,&)-conformal quantiry of the form 

where f is an analytic function, (polynomial). 
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